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INTRODUCTIONS
• Laurie Knape – Avetta

• HSE Professional

• Trey Benson – Avetta 
• Product Strategy & Partnerships - Worker Management 

• Carol Setters – Predictive Safety
• VP of Sales and Strategic Partnerships
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WHO IS AVETTA?
• Country’s largest Supply Chain Risk Management provider

• Software as a Service 
• Contractor Pre-qualification
• Acquired BROWZ – February 2019
• 400+ employees
• Based in Orem, UT

• Serving Global Markets and Clients
• Clients include 450 companies globally
• Supplier/Contractor over 90,000 companies globally
• Workers – over 4 million workers associated with supplier network
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CENTRALIZED WORKFORCE CREDENTIALING

Drug Testing

Identity Authentication

Background Screening

Training & 
Assessments

Councils & Associations

Access Control &
Worksite Monitoring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Centralize Solutions Centralizing into all one platform 
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WORKER MANAGEMENT – KEY TRENDS
• Worker Credentialing – Comprehensive Planning and Execution

• Identity Verification
• Background Screening
• Drug & Alcohol
• Training and Qualification
• Fatigue Management & Alertness Monitoring
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FATIGUE MANAGEMENT
• Fatigue management planning is just a tool

• Do you have a written plan?
• Do you follow your plan?
• Implications of shift work and extended overtime

• Drug & Alcohol testing are lagging indicators
• Alertness testing advantages

• Agnostic to causes
• Can be executed at any time
• Can be included in procedures
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DRUG & ALCOHOL
• Impairment leads to incidents
• Oil & Gas Industry Positivity Rates – Source DISA

• Urine Testing 2.79%
• Oral Fluid 1.28%
• Hair Testing 6.73%
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WORKER IDENTITY AUTHENTICATION
• Why is Worker Identity authentication important?

• Security Risk
• Business Risk
• Regulatory Compliance Risk

• Consumer Fraud in the US
• 2017 Data breaches: 1,579 events, 179 million records exposed
• Trending: Synthetic Fraud – SSN + Fake Demographics
• 60% of business experience increased consumer/worker fraud attempts

Source: IDology Sixth Annual Fraud Report 2018
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WORKER IDENTITY AUTHENTICATION
Post 911 - Oil & Gas Industry (downstream) found that between 
15-18% of contractor workers could not provide adequate Social 
Security Number (SSN) verification*

*Source: ARSC Safety Councils SSN Verification process – First Advantage

Highly mobile and transient workforce
• Need for transportability of records
• Multiple service providers; safety training, drug testing, etc.
• Low friction experience for employer and worker
• Developing a Universal Worker ID to improve reciprocity



INDUSTRY UPDATES
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BSEE WORKSHOPS ON NEW INCIDENT REPORTING NTL- N05
• The Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) will hold 

three workshops, one in New Orleans, one in Houston, and one in 
Camarillo, January 2020, to explain the BSEE new incident reporting 
Notice to Lessess (NTL 2019-N05) which became effective December 3, 
2019. The NTL supersedes NTL No. 2008-G17, Incident and Oil Spill 
Reports, and provides clarification on the types of incidents to be 
reported and how those incidents should be reported to the BSEE.

• These workshops will allow for the comparison of the previous reporting 
NTL and the latest release. To introduce the new NTL, BSEE will hold 
workshops in New Orleans on January 6, in Houston on January 9, and 
Camarillo on January 22.

• https://www.bsee.gov/sites/bsee.gov/files/notices-to-lessees-ntl/ntl-
2019-n05.pdf

https://www.bsee.gov/sites/bsee.gov/files/notices-to-lessees-ntl/ntl-2019-n05.pdf
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POINTS OF INTEREST
• 37 Safety Alerts were issued in 2019- Safety Alerts and Safety Bulletins being merged, considered the same 

thing. 

• Crane or personnel/material handling incident (as used in 30 CFR 250.188(a)(8))-Material handling 
incidents include any activities involving the loading and unloading of material and moving it on, off, or 
around an OCS facility. Question was asked if this included forklifts, pallet jacks, etc…yes BSEE stated that 
was not new.  

• Muster – no significant change in muster for evacuation. A muster incident does not include musters due to 
false alarms (e.g. an H2S detector malfunctioning). However, if an alarm sounds and is functioning as it 
should but turns out to not be a incident it still needs to be reported, example used if steam shower sets of 
smoke detector, detector worked as intended and needs to be reported.  If the alarm acts as intended even 
if no incident it cannot be changed to a drill. It must be reported- reason to track time, muster times have 
been slow. 

• Evacuation form in eWells- is now broken into two categories. Operator and Contractor.  There is a detail 
button on the contractor tab to pull or enter the contractor name. If more than one contractor evacuated 
they must be added to the form. Reason – tracking work hours for contractors and incidents. Tracking 
incidents and injuries with contractors more closely. BSEE is aware that estimated 70% of work force is 
contractor driven. 

• BSEE District Investigations Report – potential for leading indicators - https://www.bsee.gov/what-we-
do/incident-investigations/offshore-incident-investigations/district-investigation-reports

https://www.bsee.gov/what-we-do/incident-investigations/offshore-incident-investigations/district-investigation-reports
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API UPDATES OFFSHORE SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT STANDARD

WASHINGTON, December 4, 2019 – API today published a significantly updated version of a key safety standard 
aimed at enhancing the oil and natural gas industry’s commitment to worker safety, incident prevention, and 
environmental protection in offshore operations.

The new edition makes several changes that expand the safety and environmental management system by:

• Extending the standard for use globally, beyond its previous focus on domestic operations in the U.S. Outer 
Continental Shelf;

• Providing guidance on how companies should interface with each other to ensure operational risks are 
managed, and safety and environmental protection are maintained;

• Expanding the types of operations that fall under SEMS risk management expectations, providing greater 
consideration of human performance;

• Structuring the standard to encourage utilization by contractors and sub-contractors; and,

• Including advancements in technology, operations and overall knowledge.

API will be hosting a training webinar on Thursday, February 27, 2020 on the 4th edition of RP 75. For details 
about the RP 75 webinar, or to register, please visit www.apilearning.org or email Training@api.org.

As part of API’s outreach on this key standard, a special session on RP 75 is planned for the 2020 Offshore 
Technology Conference on Thursday, May 7th in Houston, Texas. For more information, 
visit: www.2020.otcnet.or

https://www.apilearning.org/Login.aspx
mailto:training@api.org
http://2020.otcnet.org/
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FATIGUE AND IMPAIRMENT 
STATISTICS

Employees may not be capable of accurately judging their own risks when 
their alertness is impaired

Night shifts and rotating shifts report 2X missed workdays and are linked to 
an increased risk of accidents and injuries

Stress from outside sources contribute to loss of focus, irritability, low 
morale, accident increase

Drug and alcohol use contribute to over 25% of work-related accidents
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STATISTICS ON POOR SLEEP
The cost of unexamined sleep issues in employees 

per 1,000 workers

• $272,000 from absenteeism

• $775,000 from presenteeism

• $536,000 in additional health care costs

• Workers who sleep less than 6 hours in a 24 hour period cost employers 
more than six workdays a year in productivity
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ROI WITH FATIGUE MGMT PROGRAM

BASED ON INDEPENDENT STUDIES IN REAL-TIME WORK ENVIRONMENTS
UP TO:

• 35% Overall Reduction of Accidents
• 70% Reduction in Costs of Accidents
• 27% Reduction of Incident Rate in Fatigue Zone
• 70% Reduction in Worker’s Comp Claims
• 11% Improvement in Productivity
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FATIGUE 
MANAGEMENT 
CHALLENGES

• Low visibility with employees who 
may be struggling with alertness 

• Need relevant way to test for 
employee fatigue

• Need objective metric to begin 
protocol

• No way to relate fatigue and alertness 
data to recorded incidents
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FATIGUE 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACHES

1. Run a walk through for fatigue 
management impacts for your particular 
situation, remedy universal situations

2. Educate your workforce about how they 
can manage fatigue

3. Put a simple protocol into place for 
supervisory intervention

4. Consider a “Low Alertness Period” 
protocol that activates high vigilance
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1. CHECKLIST FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ON 
FATIGUE

• Analyze Shift Schedules – look at Hours Worked policy

• Look for environmental issues – incessant noise, high heat, 
ergonomically-induced fatigue, availability of clean drinking water

• Run survey with sample group for cultural attitudes

• Review safety policies for supportive fatigue management
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SOLUTIONS WE’VE SEEN INSTIGATED

• Risk Assessment

• Hydrating and cooling off

• Coffee (timing important)

• Shorter, more frequent breaks

• Earlier lunch break

• Brisk walk around the 

building/vehicle

• 5 minutes for personal phone call

• Re-assignment of critical tasks 

• Drug Test 

• Buddy System

• Time off / Discipline
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2. EDUCATE YOUR WORKFORCE

• National Safety Council free, excellent materials

https://safety.nsc.org/fatigue-risk-management-toolkit

• Educate your workforce on nutrition, means of hydration, other 
fatigue countermeasures (when to drink coffee)

• Company support for countermeasure use

https://safety.nsc.org/fatigue-risk-management-toolkit
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3. INTERVENTION AND UNIVERSAL 
FATIGUE PROTOCOLS

• Individual / Supervisor intervention

• Low Alertness Days Protocol

• Consider High Vigilance Protocol for 3rd Shift 12/12 cycle – also mental fatigue, 
homesickness, social issues with close quarters

• WHAT IS YOUR fatigue policy – do you follow your own or the Operator?
• (looking at their time requirements)
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Supervisor 
Intervention



Low Alertness 
Day Protocol
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High Vigilance Protocol 

3rd Shift or 12/12 cycle 

Mental fatigue, homesickness, social issues with close quarters
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4. Revisit Fatigue Policies

Give yourself 9 months
Use a Committee
Name Project Manager
Get Executive Sponsor
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Which technology is right for your situation?
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CATEGORIES OF FATIGUE OR ALERTNESS TESTING
Driver technologies for detecting fatigue

Vehicle Operation Monitors
Jerking motions with steering or abrupt acceleration or braking

Driver Monitors with in-cab cameras
Detection of drowsy driving behavior

Actography Wearables
Hats that detect nodding off

Ocular Detection Glasses
Glasses with ocular monitors that detect changes in pupils

EEG Detection Hats
Hats that detect alertness changes in brain waves
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CATEGORIES OF FATIGUE OR ALERTNESS TECH
Wearable bands 

Often used to monitor bio-markers that show changes in blood 
pressure, resting heart rate, and sleep time

Psychomotor Vigilance Tests
Measures reaction time to stimuli

Cognitive Testing
Measures cognitive performance compared to regular behavior
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HOW ALERTNESS TESTING WORKS WITH 
THE ALERTMETER

A DAY IN  THE LIFE
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A DAY IN  THE LIFE

Start of Shift
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A DAY IN  THE LIFE

During the 
Day
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A DAY IN  THE LIFE

Before a 
Critical Task
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A DAY IN  THE LIFE

Only compared to 
personal baseline.
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A DAY IN  THE LIFE

In rare circumstances, 
workers score outside 
their normal range.
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A DAY IN  THE LIFE

A designated 
supervisor gets a 
notification on text or 
email
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A DAY IN  THE LIFE

Company protocol is 
followed for a safety 
conversation with the 
worker to see what next 
steps need to be taken.
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Known 
Cognitive 

Issues

• Fatigue

• Illness

• Emotional Distress

• Heat Stress and Dehydration

• Unintended medication side effects

• Drugs or alcohol

• Medical issue
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Fatigue Management 

• Assess Fatigue Risk
• Examine Schedules
• Educate Workers
• Use NSC Fatigue Toolkit
• Develop Easy Protocol for Supervisors
• Support Work Environment Fatigue Countermeasures
• Look at Trends
• Decide which technologies work best for you
• Change from the Top Down – the whole Company practices good 

fatigue management!
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